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“There are many challenges to undertaking a degree by distance learn-
ing under normal circumstances including the isolation and therefore the 
need to be self-directed and motivated to learn, however the past fifteen 
months have added a particularly acute set of challenges for those who 
are managing to juggle work and home life as well as trying to fit in study. 
It therefore makes me immensely proud to see the beautiful and thought 
provoking work presented in this degree show by our graduands. Each 
and every one of them has gone on a unique journey over the course of 
their study - this is demonstrated in the variety and sensitivity of the sub-
missions which our external examiners regularly tell us are much more 
diverse than those seen at degree shows in other institutions. 

I encourage you to spend time immersing yourself in these virtual exhibi-
tions, which feel as refreshing to me as a swim in the ocean. Our gradu-
ands should be immensely proud of their achievements, and I hope that 
this inspires each graduand and those around them to continue to devel-
op and enhance their professional practice and careers. Well done!”

CHRISTINE BRUCE
SALLY GILL
TERENCE BRICK
DEBORAH COOPER
CAROLE RICHARDSON
JANE COXHILL
DAWN BROUGHTON
SUE GEDDA
PATRICIA FARRAR (1940 - 2021)

THIS YEAR’S PARTICIPATING GRADUATES ARE

RACHEL METCALFE
KIERAN WELCH
HAZEL BINGHAM
SELINA WALLACE
DAVID FLETCHER
MALCOLM THORNTON
JANE WEINMANN
AILISH HENDERSON
CAROL BAKER

Will Woods - Principal

It has been a pleasure to put together this showcase of OCA’s 2021 graduating students. This selection of work is from 
five of our degrees, a suite which now includes thirteen programmes, we look forward to seeing graduates exhibiting 
from all our subject areas over the coming years. 

Please visit www.oca.ac.uk to find out about our complete range of degree and post graduate programmes including 
music, garden design, interior design, illustration, visual communication, graphic design and fine art as well as those 
graduating here.

Our postgraduate fine art students have their own graduating show which we would love to share with you at https://
www.gallery.oca.ac.uk/

Katie Taylor - Curator

http://www.oca.ac.uk
https://www.gallery.oca.ac.uk/
https://www.gallery.oca.ac.uk/
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CHRISTINE BRUCE
Born in 1959 in Scotland, Christine now lives in the Netherlands, having spent most of her life working in international 
educational settings.
Christine has developed her art practice as a part-time student with the Open College of the Arts, and was awarded a BA 
(1st class Hons) in Creative Arts in 2021.
She followed painting, mixed media and printmaking courses during her OCA studies, and is now mainly developing her 
practice as a printmaker, exploring the possibilities of expaned print media and 3-dimensional objects in response to the 
phenomena of loss and remembrance.

My inspiration for this work was the story of a mid-19th century NE Scottish fishwife, Christian Watt, who suffered such 
intense personal tragedies that she had a breakdown. According to the practices and mores of the time, on being certi-
fied “insane”, she was completely dispossessed, all her properties forfeit, and her children made homeless. This erasure 
of self resonated with me as I was also having to watch my mother’s decline into dementia. This work explores loss and 
remembrance and engages with ways history is recorded and interpreted through artefacts and possessions.

The pieces below form part of a collection which a physical audience would be invited to view and handle. As a private 
museum, it explores institutional museology and sets it against the disordered clutter of the past.   It proposes a phenom-
enological experience of pastness, the garret as a site for the performance of memory. 

The exhibition “The Garret” can be visited online.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Taxonomy

Washed up

The Garret

https://www.christine-bruce.com/contained-uncontained-digital-exhibition-2020/

Website: http://www.christine-bruce.com

https://christine-bruce.com/contained-uncontained-digital-exhibition-2020/
http://christine-bruce.com
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SALLY GILL TERENCE BRICK
Sally Gill has worked as a music teacher and freelance writer for over 20 years. She graduated with a BA Creative Writ-
ing in 2020. Sally lives in rural Essex with her husband, twin boys, and a giant Labrador with a fondness for shoes. 

BIOGRAPHY
My poems and translations have appeared in a number of anthologies and little magazines including PEN, Southern Arts 
and Salmon Poetry anthologies and Orbis, Outposts, Interpreter’s House, Other Poetry, Sentinel Literary Quarterly and 
other magazines.

I’ve been writing for years; it’s a compulsion.  But I don’t have a manifesto or a mission statement.  I merely hope that 
what I’ve said has not been said before in the same way. 

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

View the work:
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sally-Gill-The-Billy-Mor-
rows-of-Blakeney-%E2%80%93-Three-Generations.pdf

View the work:
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Ter-
ence-Brick-512304-Creative-Writing.pdf

https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sally-Gill-The-Billy-Morrows-of-Blakeney-%E2%8
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Sally-Gill-The-Billy-Morrows-of-Blakeney-%E2%8
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Terence-Brick-512304-Creative-Writing.pdf
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Terence-Brick-512304-Creative-Writing.pdf
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DEBORAH COOPER CAROLE RICHARDSON
Deborah wrote her first published short story (it appeared in the local newspaper)  when she was 18. After subsequently writ-
ing and submitting 5 Young Adult novels and  4 Adult novels, she’s amassed enough rejection letters from agents to wallpa-
per a  downstairs toilet. 
She began her BA(Hons) Creative Writing journey with the OCA in 2014, graduating  with First Class Honours in 2020 at the 
age of 58. 
The blog she kept detailing her OCA journey is here:  
https://deborahjcooper.wordpress.com/ 
Her other blog (separate from OCA) can be found here:  
https://debjcooper.wordpress.com/ 
Currently in the final trimester of her Creative Writing Masters at Bath Spa University,  Deborah will graduate in the autumn 
and continue her search for the elusive agent and  publishing deal she had at the top of her wish list forty years ago.

BIOGRAPHY
I live in a small village in North Yorkshire and completed my degree in Creative Writing with the OCA in May 2020. In 
2016, I self-published a historical fiction novel based in Hartlepool during WW1 and in 2018, an anthology of short stories 
based around a fictitious town in the north-west of England. The stories are mainly from pieces written during the ‘Writing 
Short Fiction’ module. I am currently working on a second historical fiction novel set in 16th century England which I start-
ed while studying the third-year modules ‘Retrospect and Prospect’ and ‘Independent Project’. The novel is based around 
the Northern Rebellion of 1569 and I hope to publish later this year.

While the Creative Writing degree course has a finite end, creative writing is a 
lifetime process.
I find the research part of my craft exciting and motivational and spend a great 
deal of time visiting places of historical interest. I read as much as possible, includ-
ing non-fiction work, on the subject I am writing about. I also read lots of novels in 
the genre and periods I write about. They are invaluable sources when deciding on 
style, voice, point of view and period details.
I find I have still much to learn, but by continuing to write about a subject with in-
finite sources of interest and fascination, I hope to become a successful historical 
fiction author.  

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

View the work:
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Deborah-Cooper.pdf

View the work:
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/carole-Richardson-2.pdf

Website: https://www.cjrichardsonwriter.com/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cjrichardsonwriter 
My books: North Sea Shells and Home Truths

The poem ‘Daisies for the Teacher’ was written during the OCA Level 1 course 
‘The Art of  Poetry’. Whilst the first half has its roots (pun intended) based in fact, 
the remainder is pure  fabrication.  
—Or is it?  
‘A Safe Distance’ is the novel I began writing at Level 3a and continued in 3b. My 
stories and  novels are generally more character-led than plot-driven, and I enjoy 
discovering how  people’s personalities alter and adapt when faced with situations 
they’re not used to or  prepared for. 
This currently stands at 30,000 words and is sitting on the legendary back-burner 
while I  complete the novel I’m writing for the Bath Spa University Creative Writing 
MA. 

ARTIST STATEMENT

https://deborahjcooper.wordpress.com/ 
https://debjcooper.wordpress.com/ 
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Deborah-Cooper.pdf
https://showcase.oca.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/carole-Richardson-2.pdf
https://www.cjrichardsonwriter.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/cjrichardsonwriter 


Painting

JANE COXHILL
My paintings are firmly based in my personal, emotional connection with the landscape. Incorporating the “genius loci” of 
Paul Nash, the philosophies of the neo-romantics, and the romantic traditions of English landscape painting.  In addition 
to this I have explored mediums, surfaces and methods of applying paint, to connect with the magical qualities of painting 
mediums.  Their flow and the interaction of colour, is a continuing fascination for me.
 I have combined these two things – searching for the unspoken emotional connection with a personal landscape and in-
terpreting this through the medium of paint. Whilst studying for, and gaining, a First-Class Honours degree with the Open 
College of the Arts, I have deepened my understanding. Using tacit knowledge and working, almost subconsciously, to 
allow the paint to blend, mingle and flow with colour and tones.

“In nature and the language of the sense
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse, 
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul of all my moral being”
            (Wordsworth 1798)

This human relationship with the landscape as described by William Wordsworth (1770-1850), has been explored by art-
ists throughout history, and this tradition continues to the present day.  
I am influenced by Paul Nash and the Neo-romantics; their connection, to the English landscape traditions and their de-
sire to remain firmly within the contemporary practices of their day. 
I delve into the very essence of a place and my reactions to it; looking, internalising and interpreting it through painting.  I 
make choices of colour and mark making to allude to the changing seasons, the reflections and movement found in and 
within the landscape. 

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

http://www.janecoxhillartist.com

Painting

http://www.janecoxhillartist.com


Painting

DAWN BROUGHTON
I live in Tadcaster North Yorkshire and have just completed a degree in Painting with the OCA and hope to start a Mas-
ters in Fine Art in October. I have paintings in a gallery in Richmond and will be showing at Ferens open exhibition in July. 
Also starting in July is a solo exhibition “A Dialogue with Age” at the Crown Street Gallery in Darlington which is an exhi-
bition of 25 paintings painted over the last two years. Since finishing the degree my work has been mainly commissioned 
portraits although I have made a start on a new series f works one of which is going into the Ferens exhibition.

My work at present is figurative yet still painterly. A BA in painting helped me find a voice and also a subject but there is 
more work to be done and more directions to explore in order to strengthen and improve where I am at present. I have 
been exploring in a literal sense, age and the effects of time on people and spaces. My method of working is a combina-
tion of life and photographs but due to the pandemic this has been more of the latter. I work from a vast number of my 
own photos where possible, cropping and selecting composition.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Painting

Dad 120 x 100 cm Acrylic on canvas



Painting

SUE GEDDA
Born and raised in English suburbia, Sue left her teaching job to travel overseas in her twenties and settled in Central 
Queensland, Australia in 1991.
Already possessing a strong affinity with the natural environment, Sue found herself immersed in the expanse of rural 
Australia, living on the family beef property and absorbing the complex relationship between human and Nature.
Influenced by an unprecedented flood in 2017, climate change became more of a focus in her creative work. With links 
to Arte Povera, Environmental and Ecological Art her practice has evolved towards found object sculpture encompass-
ing local materials and issues. Her latest body of work explores her personal dilemma within the interaction between the 
livestock industry and her protective connection to the environment.

My practice explores the personal dissonance at the junction of my role as a beef farmer and my concern for protect-
ing our environmental biodiversity in Queensland, Australia. This asymmetrical human/nature relationship is expressed 
through abstract sculpture made of discarded objects scavenged from our farm. These are both synthetic and organic 
and have been impacted by major weather events – drought, bushfire or flood.

My processes are subjective and arise in response to the very personal mix of embedded connection, pride and guilt 
which I call my Climate Conscience. Materials are chosen for their aesthetic, physical and conceptual attributes.

My practice which bears witness to a changing climate and the vulnerability of natural resources presents a self-reflective 
body of work and offers a mirror to the viewer.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Painting

‘Dead Weight I’ 2020 steel, wood 1.5 x 
0.75m

‘Unprecedented’ 2020 wood, steel, fabric 3 x 9m.

 ‘Eyrie’ 2020 steel 4 x 1.5m



Painting

RACHEL METCALFE
Rachel Metcalfe is a contemporary artist and teacher who lives and works close to the inspiring coastline and surround-
ing mountains of West Cumbria. In her work, she explores a place through the experience of walking, using the land-
scape as her inspiration. Rachel holds a PGCE in teaching and a BA (Hons) in Painting from the Open College of the 
Arts, Barnsley, UK. ‘Walking the Tide’ at Florence Mine Art Centre was Rachel’s first solo exhibition in 2020.

‘Walking the Tide’
 
Inspired by the natural world and its phenomena, my work is an art collaboration and dialogue between nature and my 
journey through a place – a push and pull relationship. The work is full of contrasts and tensions: raw beauty in a delicate 
balance with potential destruction. The resulting work can often be deceptively beautiful yet awkward – metaphorically 
representational of the Earth’s fragility and the dilemmas faced by a place. I experiment with how natural processes and 
humans leave traces on the landscape and apply similar ideas to the materials I use. I’m constantly seeking new per-
spectives: peeling back the layers of a place to discover something new.
 
‘Walking The Tide’ includes a collection of paintings, artist’s books and journals inspired by my journey of discovery while 
exploring the Drigg coastline in West Cumbria.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Website: http://www.rachelmetcalfe.co.uk 
Instagram @allthingsartbyrachelmetcalfe

Painting

‘Rivulets’ - 70 cm x 55 cm 
Egremont Red ink, acrylic ink and salt on canvas

‘Triptych’ installation at Drigg Beach, West Cumbria  
90 cm x 180 cm 
Egremont Red ink, acrylic ink and photo-transfer on canvas

‘Tidal Patterns 1’ - 55 cm x 80 cm 
Egremont Red ink, acrylic ink and salt on paper

http://www.rachelmetcalfe.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/allthingsartbyrachelmetcalfe


Painting

PATRICIA FARRAR (1940 - 2021)
1940 - 2021
Patricia Farrar sadly passed away just after staging her graduating digital degree show “Someone coloured my world 
today…” and her loss to the college was deeply felt by staff and students. We are honoured to be able to present her 
work here next to her peers to many of whom she was a generous and creative support. Born in Australia but living in 
Surrey for many years, Patricia worked as a School Principal when she first began her degree with us but soon retired 
and dedicated herself to her painting. Her exploration of colour and identity blossomed after a trip back to Australia and a 
realisation of the enduring potency of her homeland and the impact of her migratory status.

“How beautiful, magnificent and endlessly mysterious is the natural world! 

The present urgency regarding climate change and the world’s need to do something about it has had a powerful effect 
on the direction of my work and my life choices. Consequently the first body of work happened in response to the ur-
gency for action as the fires in Brazil raged last year. This was superseded by the extensive bushfires in Australia. What 
emerged from responding to these areas of concern was a desire to understand our connection, the ongoing interchange 
between all nature including us. This dialogue with the natural world is a continuous, unfolding awareness.

Abstraction allows me to respond to sound as well as visual images. Colour features strongly in the work and it is through 
colour that I feel able to truly express the joy I find in nature. All my work relies on my love of drawing and the natural 
instinctive use of language to express feelings and experience through poetry.”

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Website: https://www.patricia-farrar.co.uk/ 

Painting

https://patricia-farrar.co.uk/
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KIEREN WELCH
Kieren Welch (b. 1973) is a British photographic artist based in Hertfordshire. He worked for more than a decade in var-
ious studios as a commercial photographer. He has an extensive portfolio of images with several picture libraries includ-
ing Getty and Alamy. His photographs have been published worldwide and used by the likes of Boots and Lycamobile.
In 2010 Kieren started a distance learning degree with the Open College of the Arts and this led him towards a more 
arts based practice. His recent work has been heavily influenced by Postmodernism, Conceptualism and The New Top-
ographics. For his latest project Conflict, Memory and Landscape he utilises the genre of ‘late photography’ to visually 
explore places that have been altered by violent events in the past.

My understated photographs of places tainted by violence avoid any obvious signs or motifs and instead offer subtle 
visual clues to the observant viewer. My work is critically placed within the genre of ‘late photography’, and effective-
ly documents how places impacted by violence are remembered. My practice engages with and challenges traditional 
notions of landscape-based art. Instead of seeking purely to illustrate the beauty or aesthetic perfection in a landscape, I 
aim to accurately represent a place and the changes that have occurred in the course of history. The accompanying titles 
are vital to the interpretation of my work. I hope that this body of work catalyses a debate within the viewer about the way 
that one’s perception of a place maybe altered by acts of violence.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

https://www.conflictmemorylandscape.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kierenwelch/
https://www.facebook.com/kierenwelchphoto

Photography

An unknown number of tribesman were killed during the Battle 
of Wheathampstead in 54 BC. It’s thought losses were signif-
icant as it led to the surrender of the Celtic tribes in Britain to 
Julius Caesar (Gallic Wars).

Hundreds of vikings were slaughtered including King Guthrum 
II (King of the Danes) during the Battle of Tempsford in 917 AD.

A teenage girl was murdered in Midsummer Common, Cam-
bridge on 24th August 1876.

https://www.conflictmemorylandscape.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kierenwelch/
https://www.facebook.com/kierenwelchphoto
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HAZEL BINGHAM
Hazel Bingham is a Fine Art photographer based in Lincoln whose practice explores the social and economic issues aris-
ing from the UK’s post-industrial planning legislation and urban regeneration policies. 
She holds a BA (Hons) Photography Degree from the University for the Creative Arts.

Working in retail banking and local government gave Hazel an insight into the economic and social effects of neoliberal-
ism in the financial and property sectors arousing her interest in the urban environment.

Her work has been exhibited online at  #Reconnected 2020, Source Magazine BA 2020, and Photograd BA 2020. Last 
year Hazel was commissioned to write An Outsider’s View of Urban Regeneration in King’s Cross by Urban Partners. 
She is collaborating with fellow artists on how staying creative helps your mental health.

London’s Hottest Postcode N1C

is the newly regenerated King’s Cross Central area as described in the developer’s marketing media.  Using photogra-
phy, my work questions whether the underlying reality of living in an urban regenerated environment matches the market-
ing hype. 

Recent lockdown and social distancing regulations have been the catalyst for industry-wide debates of present construc-
tion practices. Will these still be the optimum for the utopian future envisaged by those who build and then control our 
spaces or will change be needed in how we use our city spaces?

I continue to research urban regeneration and how accessibility and control of public, private or privately-owned public 
spaces can increasingly be compromised and affect our daily lives and whether changes in light of the pandemic occur.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Website:  https://www.hazelbinghamphotography.com
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/hazelbinghamphotography
Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/hazelbinghamphotography
Twitter:  https://www.twitter.com/HABUrbanPhoto

Photography

An amazing world Shhhh

Table and Chairs and VocThe fire hydrants

https://hazelbinghamphotography.com
https://facebook.com/hazelbinghamphotography
https://instagram.com/hazelbinghamphotography
https://twitter.com/HABUrbanPhoto
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SELINA WALLACE
Selina Wallace is a photographic artist based in Adelaide, South Australia. Wallace’s work is focused on exploring ideas 
about identity, with specific interest in modern female identity, and the interactions between women and culture. Wallace 
primarily uses her own figure in the frame, subverting the traditional dynamics of power between photographer and sit-
ter. She makes the viewer question expected behaviour and norms, and effectively uses humour in her work to draw the 
viewer in. 

Wallace recently was awarded a first class honours Bachelor of Photography from the University for the Creative Arts 
and she was previously the inaugural winner of the Don Dunstan Foundation Award. She has exhibited her work across 
Australia in multiple festivals and solo show, including most recently at The Mill in Adelaide in early 2020.

Gendered roles are socially constructed, and enforced by the dominant patriarchal society. Domestic inequality contin-
ues, with women still undertaking a greater proportion of housework than their male partners. 

Domestic implements connote housework, and in turn; women’s work. Subverting the viewer’s expectations via the use 
of performance and humour are critical elements of Perfectly Imperfect. The detritus of abandoned household objects 
drives me to make images outside of accepted norms. Travelling to remote parts of Australia, I do not need the domestic 
items, but they are a reminder of the societal expectations that weigh me down.

Cultural constructs can be escaped, and through my performance I seek to do just that, with the aim of brief personal 
liberation from constraint.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Email:  Selina.m.wallace@gmail.com
Website:  https://www.selinawallace.com/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/selinawallace/

Photography

Perfectly Imperfect (Lasso)

Perfectly Imperfect (Iron dog)Perfectly Imperfect (Iron)

mailto:Selina.m.wallace@gmail.com
https://selinawallace.com/
https://www.instagram.com/selinawallace/
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DAVID FLETCHER
My father kindled my interest in photography at an early age, setting up a darkroom in our bathroom where we would de-
velop and print our own black and white photographs. During school holidays I worked as an assistant in the photography 
studio at the printers where my father worked and experienced all the processes of commercial photography.

After a career in software development, I have returned to photography in a more serious way, having always retained an 
amateur interest. In 2017 I won RPS Documentary Photographer of the Year and the Documentary Series in the British 
Life Photography Awards.

Earlier this year I graduated from UCA with BA (Hons) in Photography and I am now studying for an MA in Documentary 
Photography and Photojournalism at the University of Westminster.

The year 2021 marks the centenary of the Anglo-Irish Treaty which ended the war between British and Irish Republican 
forces and established the Irish Free State. The six counties of Northern Ireland immediately seceded, turning county 
boundaries into an international frontier. A Boundary Commission in 1925 proposed changes in both directions, but the 
report was suppressed and not published until 1969. The border remains to this day on the provisional county lines, de-
fined in large part by rivers and small streams, with over 200 crossings on its 310-mile length.

Streams of Consciousness tells this story through photographs of border streams and newspaper cuttings. The original 
book was printed in Ireland on Irish linen and is available in replica form.

ARTIST STATEMENT

BIOGRAPHY

Web:  http://www.davidfletcherphoto.com
Instagram: @davidfletcherphoto
Facebook: @davidfletcherphoto

Photography

http://davidfletcherphoto.com
https://www.instagram.com/davidfletcherphoto


Photography

MALCOLM THORNTON
Malcolm Thornton is a photographer in a search for new methods to ‘read the city’, he focuses on the idea of ‘public 
space’. His images are often about contact with architecture and basic living elements. Space and landscape are exam-
ined in less obvious ways and sometimes developed in absurd ways. By looking at the landscape in a nostalgic way, he 
explores the lesser-known areas and tries to understand the effects of those spaces on our own state of mind. His work 
often reflects our own love hate relationship with the urban space. Leaving the viewer to think of their own experiences in 
places unknown to them. Malcolm currently lives and works in Melbourne, Australia.

In Mind the Gap, I wander as a flaneur. Observing and exploring those spaces which are often overlooked, trying to un-
derstand the world around me and contemplate themes of transition, remembrance and the everyday. My work situates 
itself in urban spaces, most unloved and often neglected.

Through repeated journeys on walks in the urban environment, observing and recording, keeping a visual record of the 
stories revealed to me by the situation presented. The images created, impart a sense of isolation, even alienation with 
the conscious exclusion of the human form, they show only the residual of our existence.

With these traces they create a narrative for the viewer, built from their own memories and past experiences. The work 
is informed by the psychological, social and political influences of the space upon its occupants over time. Revealing a 
fragmented landscape, reflecting the constant transitory state of these urban spaces and everyday life.

ARTIST STATEMENT
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Email:  malcjt5@gmail.com
Website:  https://www.artspaces.kunstmatrix.com/en/exhibition/3191193/mind-the-gap-finale

Photography

mailto:malcjt5@gmail.com
https://artspaces.kunstmatrix.com/en/exhibition/3191193/mind-the-gap-finale


Photography

JANE WEINMANN
I am a Swiss-English photographer based in Luzern, Switzerland. I explore photography as a way to visually represent 
the hidden feelings and emotions associated with life events, especially those that affect women. In my conceptual work, 
I stage images using my own person as the posed subject. I then employ double exposure techniques or add colour as 
metaphors for the inner conflict and the hidden self and as ways of layering or challenging meaning. By inviting the view-
er to explore these often unspoken issues, I aim to foster a better awareness and open discussion.
I hold an Honours Degree in Photography with the University of Creative Arts. My work has been exhibited in solo and 
group exhibitions. 

The Climacteric, explores the menopause. Usually a natural event, it’s also a significant period of change that can be 
emotionally and physically challenging. I use black and white imagery to metaphorically represent the idea of a before 
and after and the transition from fertile to infertile. To interrogate and visualise the chaotic, powerful and unpredictable 
emotions, I position my body in exaggerated poses and add colour in the form of emojis. Vivid red images interrupt and 
surprise, evoking the heat of debilitating hot flushes.  Finally, to encourage the viewer to journey with me, I use the coping 
mechanism of self-depreciating humour. I lead into the confusion of the unknown and on to senses of fear, loss or regret. 
I share my exhaustion and frustration and then we emerge into a sense of re-birth and possibilities The Climacteric is my 
personal journey but echoes the voices of many other women. 

ARTIST STATEMENT
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Website:  http://www.janeweinmann.ch

Photography

The Climacteric #22

The Climacteric #14

The Climacteric #1

http://www.janeweinmann.ch


Textiles

AILISH HENDERSON
I am a practitioner, researcher and teacher.
My career within the arts started in Painting, quickly incorporating Textiles. I have studied these subjects formally for the 
last thirteen years.
My current practice is cemented upon researching the connection between Emotional Repair x making - It is my belief 
founded on evidence based investigations that across creative disciplines, there can be a form of restoration for the 
author of works, brought about via the act of making, not the outcome itself - Maker: Mended. Thematically this vocalises 
the embracement of damage through the outworking of ones hands. This evidences itself in both written and practical 
forms. My largest works are Humanised Sculptures which empathetically portray a personal narrative of amelioration. My 
recent investigative work sits on the edge of the Textiles genre, creating bridging outcomes which connect familiar fabrics 
with substances not generally associated with this medium, such as Jesmonite.

Ailish quietly questions the impact events experienced have on our ongoing narrative line.  Strong memories built in child-
hood may only come to light decades later, where they can take on new meaning and finally be understood. 

Her practice researches the connection between Emotional Repair x Making - It is her belief founded on evidence based 
investigations that across creative disciplines, there can be a form of restoration for the author of works, brought about 
via the act of making, not the outcome itself - Maker: Mended. Thematically this vocalises the embracement of damage 
through the outworking of ones hands. This evidences itself in both written and practical forms. Her largest works are 
Humanised Sculptures which empathetically portray a personal narrative of amelioration; recent investigative work sits on 
the edge of the Textiles genre, creating bridging outcomes which connect familiar fabrics with substances not generally 
associated with this medium, such as Jesmonite.

She also uses familial ideography to build one off pieces, some become Printed Textiles. 
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Textiles

CAROL BAKER
Carol is a mixed media textile artist, who studied stitched textiles at the Isle of Man college, after which she embarked 
on a textiles distance degree with the Open College of the Arts which she finished in 2021. She works predominantly in 
3D but also occasionally in 2D, finding much of her inspiration from family history. Carol tends to use a mixture of textile 
techniques such as free motion machine embroidery, hand stitching, applique and felt making in juxtaposition with other 
methods that are further off the textile radar such as Papier-Mache. Continuing work inspired by family she has recently 
collaborated with her grandson, interpreting his artwork and making figurative sculptures that consist of Papier-Mache 
heads and soft bodies.  Her work based on her mother’s experiences of child abuse has been recently accepted by The 
Creative Network for their ‘Boundaries’ exhibition which is being held by Manx National Heritage in the House of Ma-
nanan, Peel.

My focus on family as a theme helped inform my final degree project. Unable to leave my island home due to the pan-
demic, I was inspired by the drawings of my grandson, who lives with me. This joyful collaboration, anchored in research 
into the artistic development of children, resulted in a body of work entitled ‘Misfits’. Childlike drawings taken from the 
originals were cut up, mixed, then re-drawn and finally recreated into 3D figures, some with soft bodies and hard heads 
and some completely made from Papier-mâché. They demonstrate how my grandson Henry sees the world, his imagina-
tion reflected in the names he bestowed on them: Coronavirus monster, Greeny and Toadstool. This project has become 
the inspiration for further research and work, which I am continuing now my degree has finished.
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